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About This Game

The world of Lumina is in danger. Thieves have stolen the four Elemental eggs ! I, queen of the darkness need your help to
bring them back before the Awakening of the Dragons. A fantastic journey awaits you through 200 magic levels. Defeat your

enemies with powerful spells, and find enough gold to restore Lumina. Get ready to embark on this epic adventure.

- 200 magic levels !
- Boost your gameplay as you restore the world.

- 3 game modes including combats against various characters.
- Point and click scenes and hidden objects scenes.

- 40 Challenges with different match-3 modes.
- Many achievements and bonuses to unlock.
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Now that I'm up to Level 85 I figured it was time to give this game a review.
This is a criminally underrated Match 3 game! Pleasant, polished, and extremely relaxing.
Highly recommended and well worth its price.. Very nice game relexing and fun to play. This is a nice little match 3 game with
a few hidden object puzzles thrown in for advancing to the next stage. There's about 200 levels altogether and if you like match
3 games, this is definitely one to check out.

I do wish that there were more combat levels thrown in, but you can always replay them if you wanted to.. An enjoyable match
3 game. Does get a tad repetative and the combo system doesn't work correctly but alright for a blast.. Very relaxing game. The
music and sound are nice too.. Very nice game relexing and fun to play. Quite a decent "match three" game, with 200 levels, and
each or all can be replayed.

There is even a nice variety of challenges, Hidden Statues, Fights, and Bird Cages, to spice up the journey.

You don't need three stars on each level to complete it, so everyone should be able to enjoy the full game, but you can dial up
the difficulty if you want more of a challenge (HINT: you don't have to buy the extra spell or health buildings).

The puzzles and hidden objects are a bit of a letdown though, so if that's what drew you here, I suggest looking elsewhere.

But this will going to my favorites list, three playthroughs sofar. So yes, if you are looking for a decent match three game, I
recommend this one.
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I'm recommending "Mystika 3 : Awakening of the Dragons." It's a decent little casual Match 3 game (with just a few HOGs,
too) with acceptable voice acting. It took me 22 hours to finish the 200 levels with 100% Achievements. That's about 6-1\/2
minutes per level. But, that's including the time needed to replay a subset of the levels to complete them in the time required for
three stars. Most of the levels can be done in about two or three minutes. So, as a set of casual puzzles, it works fine. My only
significant complaint about the game is that when a "Match 4" or "Match 5" happens as a result of a cascade, you don't get any
bonus items (you get those only if you make the matches manually). The rest of my issues are pretty minor:

- The story is silly.
- "Grapes" is mispelled as "graps" in one of the HOGs.
- Whether the timer is on or off makes no difference for the number of stars you get in a level (essentially, playing in "Relax"
[sic] mode just removes the timer from the screen). The stars are still wholly time based.
- There's no difficulty progression through the levels. With some minor variations here and there, they're mostly very easy.
- As a result of the lack of difficulty progression, the ending is not very satisfying. You basically do the same thing you've done
through the game and get a pat on the back.
- There really should be an Achievement for placing the final egg (i.e., finishing the game).
- After about the 3\/4 point, you run out of things to spend your money on. I finished the game with around 16,000 excess and
useless coins.

Still, for what it is, the game is good. And, a $5 list price for 22 hours of gameplay is a good dollar\/hour ratio. Recommended..
Like Candy Crush Saga with great story and dragons. While it's relatively simple and light, I don't see that as a bad thing. It's
been quite satisfying just flicking away at the match 3 board. Sometimes I'm not looking for a game that is fast-paced or intense
or requires a heavy degree of thought; sometimes I just want to be able to relax. This game is great for that, and for a couple
bucks it's well worth the price.. An enjoyable match 3 game. Does get a tad repetative and the combo system doesn't work
correctly but alright for a blast.. I can't say if I recommend Mystika 3 : Awakening of the dragons or not.
I just wanted to say that I 've been misled by the tag "Hidden Object" and I want to warn those who could do the same
mistake. Mystika 3 : Awakening of the dragons is a somewhat scenarized Match 3 game, not an H.O.G. There are like 3 or 4
Hidden Objects Scenes for 200 Match3 levels ! Probably a good game for those who like that kind of game.. But not for me
!. I can't say if I recommend Mystika 3 : Awakening of the dragons or not.
I just wanted to say that I 've been misled by the tag "Hidden Object" and I want to warn those who could do the same
mistake. Mystika 3 : Awakening of the dragons is a somewhat scenarized Match 3 game, not an H.O.G. There are like 3 or 4
Hidden Objects Scenes for 200 Match3 levels ! Probably a good game for those who like that kind of game.. But not for me
!. A fine game but a tad short, would have liked to see maybe a few more hidden object puzzles in there, but overall a fun
little game for the price.
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